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-          What is Your Goal….is it in Writing. You need to write your Goals down on a GOAL CARD 
 
-          If you put it in writing and carry it around with you in your Pocket it has to happen…..that’s God’s 
Law 
 
-          The Purpose of a Goal is to Grow…it Draws something out of you that you didn’t know was there. 
 
-          A Goal is Something that Your Going to go after that you’ve never done before 
 
-          If you set a Goal you know how to achieve, it’s the wrong Goal, you're going sideways 
 
-          Goals fall into 3 Categories  
 
                                    A) Doing Something you already know how to do 
 
                                    B) What I think I can do (so you plan and strategize) NO Inspiration 
 
                                    C) What I Want (Fantasy) Let Your Imagination Wonder 
 
- We are all very Creative…our Problem is, are we expressing our Creativity. 
 
- People Steal Your Dreams, and you can't let that happen. 
 
- When you set a Goal you don’t know how it is going to happen…the joy is in how it happens 



 
- The Goal should Scare You, otherwise your on the Wrong Track 
 
- Build a Fantasy and move it to a Theory… then it becomes Fact ( I am Willing and I am Abel) 
 
- We have Infinite Potential so I am ABEL 
 
- Am I WILLING to Pay the Price to get to where I Want to Go 
 
- Ed Hilery was the first to climb Mount Everst…..the Write Brothers were the first to Fly…..Thomas 
Edison made made 10,000 attempts at the light Buld until he got it right. 
 
- Your Theory turns into a Goal…that turns into Fact. 
- Write down your Wants.make it a shopping list..If you’re working towards a Goal you are alive. If you 
have no Goal something is dead inside. 
 
- You are raising your Conscious Awarness…. 

 
“ I don’t Believe in Circumstances, the People that Get On in this World, are the People who Get 

Up and Look for the Circumstances they want, and if they can’t find them, they make them.” 
George Bernard Shaw 
 
-          You don’t let anything that is going on on the outside stop you 
 
-          Nothing is created or destroyed…so we need to raise our Conscious Awareness. 
 
-          As you Add Greater Service you begin to Grow 
 
-          An Individual that doesn’t have a Goal is Lost…You don’t know where you are going. 
 
-         We are God’s Highest Form of Creation 

 
“God’s Gift to us is more Talent then we’ll ever hope to use in our Life Time. Our Gift to God is to 

develop as much as that Talent and Ability as we can in this Life Time” 
Steve Bow 
 
-          Set Your Goal…Get it on Your Card…Bury it in your Mind….tell Yourself I am Abel and Willing 
….and then Go and Do It….. 
 
-         Take Action……… and God Bless 


